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SUMMARY

Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are critical regulators of protein function, and nearly 200 different

types of PTM have been identified. Advances in high-resolution mass spectrometry have led to the identifi-

cation of an unprecedented number of PTM sites in numerous organisms, potentially facilitating a more

complete understanding of how PTMs regulate cellular behavior. While databases have been created to

house the resulting data, most of these resources focus on individual types of PTM, do not consider quanti-

tative PTM analyses or do not provide tools for the visualization and analysis of PTM data. Here, we

describe the Functional Analysis Tools for Post-Translational Modifications (FAT-PTM) database (https://

bioinformatics.cse.unr.edu/fat-ptm/), which currently supports eight different types of PTM and over 49 000

PTM sites identified in large-scale proteomic surveys of the model organism Arabidopsis thaliana. The FAT-

PTM database currently supports tools to visualize protein-centric PTM networks, quantitative phosphoryla-

tion site data from over 10 different quantitative phosphoproteomic studies, PTM information displayed in

protein-centric metabolic pathways and groups of proteins that are co-modified by multiple PTMs. Overall,

the FAT-PTM database provides users with a robust platform to share and visualize experimentally sup-

ported PTM data, develop hypotheses related to target proteins or identify emergent patterns in PTM data

for signaling and metabolic pathways.

Keywords: post-translational modifications, proteomic database, metabolic regulation, quantitative proteomics,

mass spectrometry.

INTRODUCTION

Post-translational modifications (PTMs) can control virtu-

ally every aspect of protein behavior, including enzymatic

activity, subcellular localization, protein–protein interaction

networks and protein stability. Nearly 200 PTMs have been

identified (Garavelli, 2004), and it is estimated that over

half of all eukaryotic proteins are post-translationally modi-

fied at some point in their lifetime. Additionally, co-modifi-

cation of proteins with more than one PTM has been

increasingly observed (Beltrao et al., 2013), suggesting that

PTMs functionally interact to integrate multiple signals

affecting a target protein. While phosphorylation on serine,

threonine and tyrosine residues is one of the most often

studied and common PTMs in eukaryotes, other PTMs,

such as lysine acetylation, ubiquitinylation, SUMOylation

and methylation on lysine residues as well as O- and N-

type glycosylation, have become increasingly appreciated

as important regulators of protein function (K€uhn, 2016;

Strasser, 2016; Turnbull and Hemsley, 2017; Withers and

Dong, 2017; Augustine and Vierstra, 2018).

Mass spectrometry has supplanted other techniques as

the primary method for identifying PTMs in protein sam-

ples. Various technical advances have led to an explosion

of PTMs being identified in a number of model organisms,

and these advances include the widespread implementa-

tion of very high mass resolution analysis devices coupled

with electron transfer dissociation (ETD) as a fragmenta-

tion method (Coon et al., 2005), the development of
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chemical and antibody-based enrichment strategies for

PTMs (Larsen et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2010, 2017; Kim et al.,

2011; Majeran et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2018) and advanced

data analysis techniques that identify PTMs of unknown

function (Tsur et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2013). Further-

more, quantitative mass spectrometry has become more

common through the implementation of isotopically

encoded labels, isobaric tags and advances in spectral

counting methodology. Therefore, quantitative analyses of

PTM dynamics can be utilized to study regulation under

changing cellular conditions.

Numerous databases have been created to house PTM-

related information resulting from mass spectrometry

experiments. For example, PhosphoGRID (Breitkreutz et al.,

2013), PHOSIDA (Gnad et al., 2010), PhosphoELM (Via

et al., 2010), iPTMNet (Huang et al., 2017) and dbPTM (Kao

et al., 2015) have all been developed to store PTM data for

various model organisms. Additionally, PhosPhat

(Zulawski et al., 2012) and P3DB (Yao et al., 2013) have

become critically important repositories for the examina-

tion of phosphorylation events in plant model and non-

model organisms. Despite the large number of databases

devoted to the function of PTMs, many of these databases

contain a limited range of species, do not include quantita-

tive information associated with PTMs, do not consider

multiple PTM types or do not provide tools for analyzing

PTM data in the context of biological pathways. Therefore,

there is an important need to develop computational and

bioinformatic infrastructure to meet these demands.

Here, we describe Functional Analysis Tools for Post-

Translational Modifications (FAT-PTM), an integrated data-

base to examine the function and co-occurrence of PTMs

in Arabidopsis thaliana. The FAT-PTM database provides

various types of PTM data (phosphorylation, ubiquitinyla-

tion, acetylation, etc.) that can be mapped onto individual

proteins or displayed in the context of larger metabolic

pathways or protein complexes. Additionally, FAT-PTM

allows users to visualize quantitative phosphoproteomic

information from a variety of publicly available experi-

ments. The resulting network visualizations and all under-

lying PTM data are easily exported and accessible for

further analysis or publication. The FAT-PTM platform can

also be easily modified in the future to include additional

model organisms or functional analysis tools.

RESULTS

Database construction and interface

Multiple sources of PTM data were compiled to construct

the foundational PTM information for FAT-PTM (Figure 1).

Phosphorylation events in PhosPhAt 4.0 (Zulawski et al.,

2012) were initially utilized because this database is a well-

established Arabidopsis resource for phosphorylation data

and also provides the number of spectral observations

supporting each phosphorylation event. We queried Phos-

PhAt 4.0 for every protein in the Arabidopsis proteome and

retrieved 8585 proteins with 190 680 spectra supporting

32 023 mapped phosphorylation sites from varying tissues

and stress conditions (Table 1). Additionally, we obtained

data supporting ubiquitinylation, SUMOylation, N-glycosy-

lation, O-GlcNAcylation, acylation, S-nitrosylation and

lysine acetylation events at 16 094 sites in 7238 proteins

identified in large-scale proteomic studies from the litera-

ture (Miller et al., 2010, 2013; Hemsley et al., 2013; Kim

et al., 2013; Svozil et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2015; Johnson

and Vert, 2016; Walton et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016, 2017;

Koskela et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Majeran et al., 2018;

Rytz et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2018) (Table 1). We also col-

lected data supporting 19 043 mapped phosphorylation

sites in 5783 proteins resulting from quantitative

Figure 1. Construction of the Functional Analysis

Tools for Post-Translational Modification (FAT-

PTM) database.

The FAT-PTM database combines the phosphoryla-

tion site data from the existing PhosPhAt database

as well as proteomic data supporting seven other

types of post-translational modification and quanti-

tative phosphorylation site studies from the litera-

ture. Additionally, metabolic pathway information

from the Plant Metabolic Network was used to con-

struct enzyme-centric metabolic networks. The FAT-

PTM database currently contains three modules to

functionally analyze post-translational modifica-

tions in individual proteins, metabolic pathways or

protein complexes, and groups of proteins that are

co-modified by multiple user-defined post-transla-

tional modifications.
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phosphoproteomics studies (Benschop et al., 2007; N€uhse

et al., 2007; Mithoe et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013, 2018;

Chen and Hoehenwarter, 2015; Minkoff et al., 2015; Roitin-

ger et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2016; Bhaskara et al., 2017;

Wang et al., 2018) (Table 1). To our knowledge, this is the

most complete repository of Arabidopsis PTMs to date.

The resulting PTM-associated data were organized into a

series of modules that can be utilized to query and output

data from FAT-PTM. The ‘Protein’ module is a search tool

for single or multiple Arabidopsis Gene Identifier (AGI)

codes or gene symbols and allows for the output of an

experimentally supported PTM network for each protein

with associated quantitative or non-quantitative data. The

‘Pathway’ module visualizes PTM data associated with

aggregated protein families superimposed on various

metabolic pathways harvested from the Plant Metabolic

Network (Schl€apfer et al., 2017) to investigate how post-

translational phosphorylation events may regulate metabo-

lism. The ‘Co-PTM’ tool allows users to identify protein

groups that are modified with one or more PTMs and out-

put a list of the resulting proteins and PTM data associated

with these proteins. Each of these modules will be dis-

cussed in more detail below.

Protein-based PTM networks

The FAT-PTM protein module is a simple protein search

tool which allows users to query the FAT-PTM database

with an AGI number or gene symbol. The output of this

search is a network representation of the queried protein

as a central node, experimentally supported PTMs as

peripheral nodes and connecting edges that reflect PTM

attributes. The edge attributes can display either the num-

ber of spectra supporting each PTM site or can display

quantitative fold-change information for phosphorylation

sites from a variety of quantitative phosphoproteomic

studies that utilize stable isotopic or isobaric tag labeling

followed by mass spectrometry. Each protein network can

also be displayed as a lollipop plot to show where PTMs

reside in the context of a given protein sequence.

A series of example outputs for individual proteins is

shown in Figure 2(a). Each protein is represented as a cen-

tral square-shaped node, and PTMs associated with that

protein are represented as different shaped nodes sur-

rounding the central node with the modified amino acid

and residue index indicated. In the ‘Post-translational mod-

ifications’ view, edges connecting the central protein node

to the PTM nodes indicate the number of spectra support-

ing each PTM site assignment. The edges and associated

PTM nodes are colored using a yellow (low spectral sup-

port) to red (high spectral support) color scale. In cases

such as ubiquitinylation events, where a PTM was identi-

fied associated with a protein but the corresponding PTM

site was not mapped due to experimental design (Miller

et al., 2010, 2013; Hemsley et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013;

Svozil et al., 2014; Johnson and Vert, 2016; Xu et al., 2017),

the PTM node is indicated with a ‘?’ symbol for the residue

index, and the edge-symbol pair is not colored, to indicate

the lack of reliable spectral observation information. When

a protein node is selected, the gene view sidebar encloses

links to other commonly used databases, such as TAIR and

Araport (Rosen et al., 2014; Berardini et al., 2015), along

with protein sequence, common annotations and FAT-

PTM’s phosphorylation scoring method, PhoScore. Fur-

thermore, individual sites contain experimental informa-

tion, including the phosphorylated peptide fragment, the

experimental conditions, the tissue information used to

prepare the sample and the PubMed ID of the publication

where the site was identified. The generated graph can be

exported and saved to an individual user’s account with

modifications to the layout, naming and color scale if they

wish to change it. Alternatively, the resulting data can also

be represented as a lollipop plot that illustrates where

PTMs occur in the context of a queried protein sequence.

In this view, the protein is represented as a bar, with indi-

vidual protein domains collected from Pfam (Bateman

et al., 2018) indicated along the protein sequence represen-

tation. Each PTM site is represented as a vertical line with

a height that increases based on the number of spectral

observations that support the PTM site. In this way, a user

can visualize all the experimentally supported PTM sites in

a queried protein using a preferred visualization output

and easily export the resulting data for publication.

The ‘Protein’ module can also be used to visualize quan-

titative changes in phosphopeptide abundance across a

variety of conditions by using the ‘quantitative phosphory-

lation’ option. In this option, quantitative changes in phos-

phopeptide abundance are displayed along the edges of

protein-centric networks, and multiple graphs can be gen-

erated for proteins across a variety of conditions. For

example, Figure 2(b) displays protein-centric networks of

Arabidopsis H+-ATPase 1 (AHA1) across a time course (3, 7

Table 1 Statistics on post-translational modification data for the
FAT-PTM database

Modification Spectra Sites Proteins

Phosphorylation 190 680 33 023 8585
Lysine acetylation 172 834 10 784 4524
Quantitative phosphorylation 90 215 19 043 5783
Ubiquitination 3389 3350 3222a

S-nitrosylation 2513 1035 897
O-GlcNAcylation 2492 362 212a

N-glycosylation 2257 716 478
SUMOylation 78 68 444a

Acylation 72 72 637a

aThese values include proteins that are associated with a particu-
lar modification, but the modification sites were not precisely
mapped.
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and 15 min) of flg22 treatment. In this example, each phos-

phorylation site displays different abundance change kinet-

ics, with S899 increasing rapidly over the entire time

course, T881 increasing in abundance only after 15 min

and T948 decreasing in abundance during the time course.

Therefore, this quantitative visualization scheme can be

used to examine complex PTM site dynamics under chang-

ing experimental conditions. Similar to the ‘Post-transla-

tional modifications’ option, quantitative phosphorylation

site changes can be viewed in a lollipop plot format. The

PTM information is presented in a similar manner as

described above, but the height of the site representation

reflects the log2 fold-change for a particular PTM site, and

the direction of the line indicates whether the site

increased or decreased in abundance under the selected

quantitative conditions.

Overall, the FAT-PTM protein module allows users to

quickly assess whether any of eight different PTMs are

experimentally supported within any queried Arabidopsis

protein, identify PTM sites that are more or less experi-

mentally supported based on spectral observations sup-

porting a particular site and visualize quantitative

abundance change data for phosphorylation site PTMs if

they are available. These tools will allow users to quickly

evaluate basic information regarding PTMs associated with

their proteins of interest and rapidly display or aggregate

the resulting data.

The FAT-PTM ‘Pathway’ tool

To extend the utility of FAT-PTM beyond individual pro-

teins or protein families, we reasoned that it would be

valuable to superimpose PTM data onto metabolic path-

ways and protein complexes, since many of the observed

PTMs could serve to regulate enzymatic activity or protein

interactions within this context. For these metabolic path-

ways, a scoring method was devised that accounts for the

total number of phosphorylation sites and total spectral

observations supporting these sites in a given protein to

Figure 2. Protein visualizations based on spectral observations and quantitative information.

The Functional Analysis Tools for Post-Translational Modification (FAT-PTM) database was used to create post-translational modification (PTM) network visual-

izations of various representative proteins.

(a) Representative outputs of various proteins from the ‘post-translational modifications’ setting in the ‘Protein’ module are shown. Each protein is represented

as a central green node with its Arabidopsis Gene Identifier number indicated. Experimentally supported PTM sites are shown as nodes with different shaped

symbols as indicated in the legend. Edges connecting each PTM node to the central protein node as well as the PTM node itself are colored on a yellow to red

scale, where warmer colors represent a higher number of spectral observations supporting each site. Grey sites with no residue index indicate PTM sites that

are experimentally supported in the protein but have not been mapped to a discrete residue.

(b) Similar networks displaying quantitative abundance changes can be generated using the ‘Quantitative phosphorylation’ setting in the ‘Protein’ module. In

the presented example, quantitative phosphorylation changes for three experimentally supported phosphorylation sites (T881, S899 and T948) in the AHA1 H+-

ATPase are shown over a time course of flg22 treatment. The fold change of each phosphorylation site compared with control is represented numerically along

the edge.
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comparatively analyze different protein groups. This value

is referred to as the PhoScore, which is calculated as

described in Experimental Procedures. The PhoScore value

was designed to increase in proportion to both the number

of phosphorylation sites in a target protein and the number

of spectra supporting each site. For example, Figure 3(a)

shows hypothetical enzyme classes with node sizes scaled

by the PhoScore value and the corresponding individual

PTM networks for each corresponding enzyme class. A

hypothetical protein that contains only a single phosphory-

lation site that is weakly experimentally supported will

generate a low PhoScore value, and similarly, proteins that

have a relatively large number of phosphorylation sites

each with low experimental support will have a similar low

PhoScore value. Only proteins that have a relatively large

number of phosphorylation sites that are all supported by

many spectra will have high PhoScore values. Figure 3(b)

shows a three-dimensional plot displaying PhoScore val-

ues for all proteins in the FAT-PTM database compared

with their corresponding number of phosphorylation sites

and number of total spectra supporting phosphorylation

sites within that protein. These results demonstrate that

proteins containing a relatively large number of phospho-

rylation sites or spectra supporting sites can achieve simi-

larly large PhoScore values. To scale metabolic pathways

based on the extent of phosphorylation, PhoScore values

were standardized to account for multiple isoforms of the

same enzyme class. For protein families, the total PhoS-

core value further accounts for the number of contributing

protein family members as described in Experimental

Procedures.

To display PTM data in the context of metabolic path-

ways, pathway information and reactions were parsed

from the Plant Metabolic Network (Schl€apfer et al., 2017)

and used to form enzyme-centric metabolic pathways,

where each node represents an enzyme class in a pathway

that is scaled according to the PhoScore value. The FAT-

PTM database currently contains 615 unique pathways for

Arabidopsis. Metabolic pathways are searchable in FAT-

PTM, and the resulting graph of the metabolic pathway

formed represents enzyme classes as hexagons that can

be expanded to display the genes comprising each enzyme

class (Figure 4). When enzyme classes are selected, the

enzyme class sidebar viewer displays gene information,

PTM data, individual PhoScore values for each protein and

information regarding additional pathways in which a tar-

get protein group participates. PhoScore scaling of meta-

bolic pathways allows for easier identification of enzyme

classes that are subject to larger numbers of phosphoryla-

tion events, which could potentially reflect critical meta-

bolic regulatory points.

As an example of the ‘Pathway’ module function, the

superpathway of lysine, threonine and methionine biosyn-

thesis is shown in Figure 4 as an enzyme-centric metabolic

network with sequential reaction steps indicated. As

described above, the size of each enzyme class node is

scaled according to the PhoScore value, and these nodes

can be expanded to view the individual genes that con-

tribute to each enzyme class. Additionally, the individual

protein nodes can be further expanded to view the experi-

mentally supported PTM sites associated with each protein

in a particular enzyme class. Based on the premise that

proteins which are subject to a larger number of PTMs

may be potential regulatory points in a metabolic pathway,

this network predicts that the aspartate kinase (AK),

Figure 3. PhoScore representation of proteins in pathways.

To simplify network representations of multiple proteins in pathways, the

PhoScore value was utilized.

(a) Hypothetical enzyme classes scaled according to their PhoScore value

are displayed alongside the individual post-translational modification net-

works that compose the enzyme class.

(b) PhoScore values for all Arabidopsis proteins with experimentally sup-

ported phosphorylation sites are shown plotted against the number of

phosphorylation sites and total number of spectral observations for each

protein.

© 2019 The Authors
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homoserine dehydrogenase (HSDH) and 5-methyltetrahy-

dropteroyltriglutamate:homocysteine S-methyltransferase

(methionine synthase) steps are likely to be regulatory due

to their relatively high PhoScore values. Since AK is the

first entry point into the biosynthesis of lysine, threonine

and methionine, regulation of this enzyme could control

the allocation of aspartate into the biosynthetic pathways

for these amino acids. Additionally, HSDH represents the

committed step that diverts aspartate semialdehyde to

threonine and methionine biosynthesis. Therefore, this

regulatory step may be subject to increased post-transla-

tional regulation in order to sense the cellular metabolic

needs of these amino acids over lysine (Clark and Lu,

2015).

The FAT-PTM ‘Pathway’ tool can also be used to visu-

alize PTMs in the context of protein complexes. For

example, the ‘Pathway’ tool was used to create represen-

tations of the cellulose synthase complex (Figure 5a) and

the 26S proteasome (Figure 5b). Visualized protein com-

plexes allow for the identification of potential regulation

points in these protein complexes and plausible associ-

ated functions. For example, the relatively large PhoS-

core value of the Rpn3 subunit in the 19S proteasome

regulatory particle might suggest that this protein sub-

unit is a point of regulation for proteasome function,

and indeed it was recently demonstrated that the Rpn3

subunit of mouse proteasomes is subject to phosphory-

lation as the proteasome ages, leading to increased pro-

teasome turnover (Tomita et al., 2019). These

representations were created in the FAT-PTM pathway

drawing function that can be accessed following registra-

tion for an account in FAT-PTM. This tool can be utilized

to draw representations of metabolic pathways, protein

complexes, signaling pathways or any other desired sub-

set of proteins and visualize each node in the pathway

as user-defined protein families. In addition, these repre-

sentations can be submitted through an account to

improve annotations of these pathways as new data

become available. Overall, the FAT-PTM ‘Pathway’ tool

allows users to display PTM events visually in the con-

text of enzyme-centric metabolic networks or create user-

defined networks of protein complexes or signaling path-

ways, which may facilitate the identification of critical

signaling regulatory points and associated PTM sites that

could be manipulated to control plant metabolism,

growth or development.

Figure 4. The Functional Analysis Tools for Post-Translational Modification (FAT-PTM) pathway analysis tool.

The FAT-PTM ‘Pathway’ module uses the PhoScore representation to visualize experimentally supported phosphorylation sites in the context of metabolic path-

ways. Each step of the enzymatic reaction pathway is represented by a blue hexagon of variable size that is scaled based on the PhoScore value for that protein

family. PhoScore values are numerically reported in the center of each node. Pathway steps are connected by a directed network of edges that indicate the path

of metabolite flux. The superpathway of lysine, threonine and methionine biosynthesis is shown as an example. Each node in the protein-centric network can

be expanded (inset 1) to visualize protein isoforms (represented as green squares) comprising that node, and each of these protein nodes can be expanded (in-

set 2) to visualize post-translational modifications associated with that protein.

© 2019 The Authors
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The FAT-PTM ‘Co-modification’ tool

Due to improvements in enrichment strategies for different

types of PTMs (Larsen et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2010, 2017;

Kim et al., 2011; Majeran et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2018), it

has become increasingly clear that many proteins are mod-

ified by multiple PTMs and that the combination of these

PTMs often dictates different protein regulatory states (Bel-

trao et al., 2013). We reasoned that it would be beneficial

to develop a tool that quickly identifies proteins that con-

tain multiple user-defined PTMs and output data related to

these proteins. Therefore, we developed the ‘Co-modifica-

tion’ module (Figure 6), which allows users to select pro-

teins in the FAT-PTM dataset that are modified with

multiple PTMs. The output of each search is a Venn dia-

gram (Figure 6a), and users can scroll over the union of

the Venn diagram to identify all proteins that are modified

by both selected PTMs as well as output the list of co-mod-

ified proteins and the sites that are modified. Currently, the

‘Co-modification’ tool supports eight different PTMs

(Table 1), and an analysis performed with the ‘Co-modifi-

cation’ tool indicates that 2728, 1280, 340, 49 and 4 pro-

teins in the current FAT-PTM database are subject to two,

three, four, five or six different types of unique PTM based

on experimentally supported datasets (Figure 6b).

To demonstrate the utility of the ‘Co-modification’ mod-

ule, this tool was used to identify sites in which a single

amino acid in a protein was modified by multiple PTMs.

The lysine modifications ubiquitinylation, SUMOylation

and acetylation were first examined, and we found 234

proteins containing 289 precisely mapped sites that have

shared lysine acetylation and ubiquitinylation sites, sug-

gesting that competition between lysine acetylation and

ubiquitinylation sites is widespread in Arabidopsis.

Furthermore, two proteins (At2g17410.1 and At5g62390.1)

contain two precisely mapped sites (K447 and K212 respec-

tively) that have shared lysine acetylation and SUMOyla-

tion sites. While this result does indicate that these two

modifications can compete with one another, this number

of shared sites is quite low compared with other organ-

isms and may reflect the currently low number of

SUMOylation events with precise sequence localization in

the FAT-PTM database. We further examined the PTM site

overlap between serine/threonine phosphorylation and O-

GlcNAc modification, since site-specific competitive modi-

fication of proteins with these PTMs is known to differen-

tially regulate protein function (van der Laarse et al., 2018).

In this analysis, we identified 29 proteins and 37 serine or

threonine sites that contained experimentally supported

phosphorylation and O-GlcNAcylation modifications. Fig-

ure 6(c) illustrates two examples of these modification

sites in At1 g79090 and At3 g13990. These results suggest

that the competitive regulation between phosphorylation

and O-GlcNAcylation modifications is relatively wide-

spread in Arabidopsis. Overall, the Co-PTM module can be

used to quickly identify groups of proteins that are modi-

fied by multiple user-defined PTMs and examine functional

relationships among these co-modified proteins.

DISCUSSION

Post-translational modifications can regulate virtually

every aspect of protein behavior in cellular contexts, and

advances in protein mass spectrometry in recent years

have facilitated the identification and quantification of

unprecedented numbers of PTM events. Various databases

have been created to house this information, but many of

these databases are devoted to individual types of PTM, do

Figure 5. PhoScore representations of protein complexes using the Functional Analysis Tools for Post-Translational Modification (FAT-PTM) pathway drawing

tool.

The FAT-PTM database contains a pathway drawing tool that allows users to construct defined signaling or metabolic pathways as well as protein complexes.

The subunits of (a) the cellulose synthase complex and (b) the 19S proteasome regulatory particle are shown as examples. The pathway drawing tool allows

users to define individual proteins that comprise protein families, which are represented as nodes. Additionally, users can define connections between nodes in

a user-defined manner.

© 2019 The Authors
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not include quantitative PTM information or do not provide

a broader context for PTM information outside of the indi-

vidually modified protein. In this study, we have developed

the FAT-PTM database, which seeks to circumvent some of

these limitations and facilitate the identification of emer-

gent patterns in PTM data. The FAT-PTM database allows

the visualization of multiple PTM types in individual pro-

teins or protein networks based on experimentally sup-

ported PTM sites (Figure 2). Additionally, FAT-PTM can

display quantitative phosphorylation site dynamics based

on multiple studies that use relative quantification of PTM

dynamics under a variety of developmental or stress condi-

tions (Figure 2b). In addition, FAT-PTM can display PTM

networks in the context of larger metabolic pathways or

protein complexes in order to gain a clearer understanding

of how PTMs may regulate these groups of proteins (Fig-

ures 4 and 5), and the database can quickly identify groups

of proteins that are co-modified by more than one PTM

(Figure 6). Overall, these unique tools may lead to a more

comprehensive understanding of PTM regulatory pro-

cesses in Arabidopsis.

The large majority of plant proteomic studies focused on

PTMs have been performed in Arabidopsis, and PTM

dynamics in this organism are likely to be important for

understanding how PTM dynamics influence growth and

development in agronomically important plant species.

However, an increasing number of proteomic studies are

focusing on these important crop species, and it will there-

fore be an important future goal to integrate other plant

species into the FAT-PTM database, including rice, soy-

bean, corn and others. Additionally, establishing phospho-

proteomic visualization resources for an evolutionary

continuum of plant species will be critically important for

understanding the evolution of PTM dynamics across a

wide array of plant species. This information may also

facilitate the identification of ancient and conserved PTM

sites that critically influence protein function in metabolic

or signaling pathways.

A unique aspect of FAT-PTM compared with other plant-

focused PTM databases is the ability to quickly visualize

and export quantitative phosphoproteomic data from a

variety of experimental conditions. These tools may allow

for the quick assessment of which phosphorylation sites in

a target protein are regulated by a particular developmen-

tal or environmental condition and then develop functional

analysis strategies accordingly. For example, this tool may

suggest experimental conditions that could be imple-

mented to evaluate phosphorylation site mutants that may

not have a physiological effect under normal growth condi-

tions but may exhibit phenotypic defects under specific

stress conditions. Based on the rapid rate of adoption of

quantitative mass spectrometry-based strategies for the

Figure 6. The Functional Analysis Tools for Post-

Translational Modification (FAT-PTM) ‘Co-modifica-

tion’ tool.

The FAT-PTM database contains a ‘Co-modification’

module that allows users to select multiple protein

modifications and output a list of proteins that are

modified by these multiple modifications.

(a) The initial output of these results is a Venn dia-

gram, where the junction of the Venn diagram illus-

trates proteins that are co-modified.

(b) The number of proteins that contain multiple

modifications in FAT-PTM.

(c) Lollipop plot examples of proteins that are modi-

fied at the same site by multiple modifications.

Phosphorylation sites are indicated with blue circles

and O-GlcNAc sites are indicated with green paral-

lelograms. The number of spectra experimentally

supporting each site is indicated on the y-axis,

and the residue indices of co-modified sites are

indicated.
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evaluation of PTM dynamics, we anticipate that numerous

additional conditions may be added to FAT-PTM in the

future. Additionally, these quantitative methods are

increasingly being applied to the study of non-phosphory-

lation modifications, such as lysine acetylation (Liu et al.,

2018), so quantitative information regarding these modifi-

cations will be added in the future. This inclusion of multi-

ple quantitative datasets may allow for the investigation of

the relationship and co-variance of multiple PTMs under

identical growth conditions.

Increasing evidence also suggests that proteins are

subject to multiple PTMs, and that these PTM patterns

can be used to integrate multiple stimuli for a combined

protein output (Beltrao et al., 2013; van der Laarse et al.,

2018). Indeed, our current database indicates that 35.3%

of the Arabidopsis proteins in the FAT-PTM database are

modified by two or more distinct PTMs. The ‘Co-modifi-

cation’ tool that we have developed as well as the visu-

alization tools contained within FAT-PTM to examine

multiple PTMs will be useful for understanding how

these regulatory modifications influence the global regu-

lation of protein behavior and activity in the context of

signaling and metabolic pathways. Through the use of

these tools, more informed functional analysis experi-

ments can be designed to examine the downstream

effect of these modifications.

The rate-limiting step in the evaluation of PTM function

is developing a functional understanding of the role that

each PTM plays in cellular and organismal growth and

development. While mass spectrometry has led to the

identification and quantification of thousands of PTM sites

in a single experiment, functional evaluation of such sites

is still evaluated by laborious and non-ideal methods. The

FAT-PTM database is designed to serve as a hypothesis-

generating platform to identify individual PTM sites that

are worthy of functional analysis, based on their degree

of experimental support or quantitative abundance

changes under particular conditions. However, it is excit-

ing to note that new technological developments may

facilitate more rapid investigations of PTM function in tar-

get proteins. For example, orthogonal translation systems

that allow for the site-specific incorporation of unnatural

amino acids, such as acetyl-lysine (Guo et al., 2008) and

phosphoserine (Pirman et al., 2015), could be used to

evaluate how individual PTMs identified in FAT-PTM func-

tionally impact target proteins in a relatively high-through-

put fashion (Barber et al., 2018). Additionally, the

development of high-precision genome-editing strategies

using methods based on CRISPR–Cas9 (Komor et al.,

2016; Gaudelli et al., 2017; Roy et al., 2018) will conceiv-

ably allow the high-throughput targeted mutation and

functional evaluation of PTM sites in plant genomes, sug-

gesting that PTM sites in plant species may be function-

ally analyzed more rapidly.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Collection of experimental phosphorylation data and

pathway annotations

All genes in the Arabidopsis genome were retrieved from Ara-
port, including annotations and protein sequences for each AGI
identification number. All AGI identification numbers were indi-
vidually queried in the PhosPhAt 4.0 application (Zulawski et al.,
2012) through a web crawler that parsed all available experimen-
tal data including modified peptide sequence, PubMed ID, treat-
ment and tissue. For metabolic networks, Arabidopsis-specific
metabolic pathway information was obtained from AraCyc (Muel-
ler et al., 2003), part of the Plant Metabolic Network, and the
reaction and pathway information was mapped from the Path-
wayTools flat files by creating a reaction 9 gene matrix and a
reaction 9 compound/class matrix. The reactions were merged
with the reaction identification numbers in each pathway, and
the enzyme-centric metabolic networks formed were manually
curated and reviewed.

Data processing and website structure

When forming the experimental data for use in FAT-PTM from
PhosPhAt 4.0, phosphorylation site predictions were omitted
due to a lack of spectral support by only accounting for modi-
fied peptide sequences that had precisely mapped phosphory-
lation events indicated by (pS), (pT) and (pY). The additional
data encompassed in FAT-PTM, including modification type,
localization site and total number of spectral observations sup-
porting each PTM site, were collected from published studies in
the literature (Miller et al., 2010, 2013; Hemsley et al., 2013;
Kim et al., 2013; Svozil et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2015; Johnson
and Vert, 2016; Walton et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016, 2017; Kos-
kela et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018; Majeran et al., 2018; Rytz et al.,
2018; Zeng et al., 2018). For quantitative phosphoproteomics
studies, abundance fold-change information for phosphopep-
tides based on ratiometric quantification of isobaric tag or
stable isotope reporters was also collected from supplemental
files in the following references (Benschop et al., 2007; N€uhse
et al., 2007; Mithoe et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013, 2018; Chen
and Hoehenwarter, 2015; Minkoff et al., 2015; Roitinger et al.,
2015; Cho et al., 2016; Bhaskara et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018).
The resulting information retrieved from PhosPhAt and other
sources was stored in a MongoDB database management sys-
tem. The website was developed using NodeJS and deployed
on a Linux server.

Calculation of PhoScore

For an individual phosphorylated protein, PhoScore is calculated
by the following equation:

PhoScore ¼ log ðSpectral Count � Site CountÞ
where Spectral Count is the total number of phosphorylation site
spectra observed for a protein and Site Count is the total number
of experimentally supported phosphorylation sites a protein
contains.

A Combined PhoScore for a protein group containing n family
members is calculated by the following equation:

Combined PhoScore ¼
Pn

i¼1 PSi

n

where PS is the PhoScore of an individual protein in the enzyme
class and n is the total number of proteins in an enzyme class with
experimentally supported phosphorylation spectra.
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